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Glass Flooring and Treads
When it comes to dramatic design elements, it is difficult to imagine
anything more dramatic in appearance than the selection of glass
flooring. A stunning addition to any interior decor, our Jockimo glass
treads/steps can serve as a beautiful and inspiring focal point. An
exciting mix of style and function, glass flooring will definitely step up
the level of style in your interior.
Featured on HGTV, ABC and Fine Living TV, Jockimo is the first
company in the industry to conduct both UL and NFSI testing on its
glass flooring products. GlassFrit™ and GlassGrit™ is UL classified in
accordance with UL 410 standard for slip resistance of floor surface
materials and is NFSI approved. We also offer an ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) required contrasting strip on the nosing of stair treads.
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GlassGrit™

GlassEtch™

GlassFrit™

GlassSculpt™

WE CURRENTLY OFFER FOUR DIFFERENT ANTI-SLIP SOLUTIONS FOR GLASS FLOORING:
Our GlassGrit™ anti-slip walking surface is the highest
quality anti-slip product available. Our GlassGrit™
“beads” are permanently fused to the top surface of
the glass in our state-of-the-art production process.
GlassGrit™ will not fade or lose its anti-slip capabilities
over time.
Our GlassEtch™ products are developed entirely
through an acid etching technique where portions of
the glass surface are removed to varying depths. This
controlled process delivers an attractive and durable
anti-slip surface. The GlassEtch™ acid etched walking

Crystal Clear™

Ultimate Privacy™

surfaces serves a dual role – a safe walking surface
and a modesty surface. The consistent acid-etched
finish obscures the viewing through the glass while
maintaining a high level of light transmittance.
Our GlassFrit™ products are made via silk screening
onto the glass, much like how a t-shirt is printed, and
then baked onto the glass.
Our GlassSculpt™ products...

Ultimate Privacy Frost™

Privacy Frost™

MODESTY
When specifying a glass-flooring product designers should review the privacy
aspects of the installation. In public applications an obscure product should
be used so that improprieties do not occur. This obscure product should still
allow for light to pass through the glass. Jockimo offers both transparent and
translucent options to fit most every project requirement.
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MONOLITHICALLY POLISHED EDGES.
Jockimo is the only glass flooring manufacturer that offers a monolithically
polished edge on their fully tempered glass stair treads and flooring after
laminating. Others may offer polishing but their glass is annealed and in our
opinion, not as safe as fully tempered glass.
SCRATCH RESISTANT WALKING SURFACE
Jockimo is the first and only manufacturer to offer a permanent scratch
resistant coating on the walking surface of their glass flooring.
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